
Tyra Abrahams is a dancer, artist, choreographer, and actress.
She is a second-year student studying Diploma in Theatre &
Performance majoring in choreography. She has been exposed
to various genres and styles of dancing for years and had found
her passion for dance when she did gymnastics from age 8-16.
During her high school career, she danced at New World Dance
Theatre for 3 years where she gained exposure and skills
through weekly training.
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Rendani Khangala is a second-year Theatre Maker at the
University of Cape Town. She is passionate about acting and
singing and wishes to broaden her skills as an artist, dancer
and director.
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Bilquees Alexander, 20 years old, currently studying Diploma
in Theatre and Performance specialising in Choreography. I
have been dancing for the Eoan Group school of Performing
Arts for over 15 years being exposed to a variety of dance
styles.
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Naheesha Heydricks is a choreographer and dancer. She
also sketches and does fashion designing. Throughout the
years she has developed her own style of dance and wishes
to bring it to the community. She aspires to create her own
work and grow within her evolution in dance.
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Cassidy Van Rooyen is a 3rd -year choreography student,
who aspires to be every facet of her artistic self. Cassidy is
trained in Ballet, Contemporary, African, and Hip-Hop  and
never sits in her comfort technique styles. Her movement
styles, dance aesthetics, and dance philosophy is influenced
by Merce Cunningham and Isadora Duncan.
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Menushca Goliath is a 2nd year student studying in the
CTDPS department at UCT. She is an artist, a dancer and
choreographer who has been dancing for the past seven 7
years. She is mostly trained in Contemporary dance and has
abit of knowledge on other genres, such as Ballet and
African.   She Started her training at Eerste Rivier Secondary
School and then with New World Dance Theater, until
recently. She has performed in many productions held in the
past at The Artscape Theater such as Beyond, Dancing
Against All Odds and Borne Frees, to name a few.
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Cassidy Phillips is a trained dancer and choreographer. She has
dance training in Ballet, Contemporary, African-Contemporary,
Hip-Hop and Tap Dance. She currently teaches contemporary
dance and fitness at her dance studio, Creative Works Dance
Studio.
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Danel van Tonder is currently a 20-year-old, 3rd year student at
UCT. She is part of the choreography stream and aspires to one
day live out her passion through creating, making, and teaching
dance to students who find comfort and love in movement and
performance. She had dance as a subject in high school and that
opened the door for so many opportunities such as being part of
the Jozi Youth Dance Company for 4 seasons and competing in
Stratford Upon Avon, England for WLDF. She is currently part of
Elevation Dance Company, on her next journey of exploration
and growth.
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Mike Galeboe a final year choreography major at UCT. Mike is
currently apart of and training with Elite Movement, ORIOZ, and
APEX Dance Crew. An amalgamation of these street dance
crews and his formal training fostered a unique movement and,
choreographic lens for Mike to explore and engage in.
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